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Extremal Ray Canonical Ring
1
$k$ scheme $k$ $X$
$X$ $F$ reflexive $F$ double dual
$F^{**}$ $F$ Ref1(X) $X$ 1 reflexive




$Z^{1}(X)$ Weil Rat(X) $X$
Weil $D$ $\mathcal{O}_{X}(D)$
1 reflexive sheaf
$\mathcal{O}_{X}(D)_{\lambda}$. $=\{\phi\in Rat(X)|div(\phi)_{x}+D_{x}\geq 0\}$ .
$\mathcal{O}_{X}$ (-) : $Z^{1}(X)arrow Ref^{1}(X)$
$\mathcal{O}_{X}(D)$ locally free $D$ Cartier
Cartier $Div(X)$ $n>0$
$\mathcal{O}_{X}(nD)$ locally free $D$ Q-Cartier
Weil Q-Cartier $X$ Q-factorial
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$X^{0}$ $X$ $i$ : $X^{0}arrow X$
. $\omega_{X^{0}}$ $X^{0}$ (dim $X$ )-form $i_{*}\omega_{X^{0}}$ 1
reflexive sheaf $i_{*}\omega_{X^{0}}\simeq \mathcal{O}_{X}(K_{X})$ Weil $K_{X}$
$K_{X}$ (canonical divisor) $K_{X}$ Q-Cartier
$X$ quasi-Q-Gorenstein
$X$ complete $X$ Cartier $D_{1},$ $D_{2}$
$D_{1}\equiv D_{2}$ $z\in Z_{1}(X)$ $(D_{1}\cdot z)=(D_{2}\cdot z)$
$X$ l-cycles $z_{1},$ $z_{2}$ $z_{1}\equiv z_{2}$
Cartier $D$ $(D\cdot z_{1})=(D\cdot z_{2})$







$Amp(X)$ ample Cartier NE $(X)$ effec-
tive l-cycles $\overline{Amp}(X),$ $\overline{NE}(X)$
$Amp(X),$ $NE(X)$ $N^{1}(X),$ $N_{1}(X)$ $\overline{Amp}(X)$
$Amp(X)$ Cartier $D$
nef effective l-cycle $z$ $(D z)\geq 0$
Cartier $D$ nef $[D]\in$
$\overline{Amp}(X)$




$\Phi_{L}$ : $X\backslash Barrow P^{n}$
$\Phi_{L}(x)=(\phi_{0}(x) : :\phi_{11}(x))$ $B\neq X$ $\Phi_{L}$
$B=\emptyset$ $L$ base point free
$n>0$ $L^{\otimes n}$ base point free
$L$ semi-ample $L$ semi-ample
$\bigoplus_{\uparrow’\geq 0}H^{0}(L^{\otimes\tau\iota})$
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$ample\Rightarrow semi- ample\Rightarrow nef$
2 Cone Theorem ( )
Cone Theorem
$X$ $\overline{NE}(X)$ $R$ extremal ray
(1) $R\backslash \{0\}$ $z$ $(K_{X}\cdot z)<0$ .
(2) NE(X) $z_{1},$ $z_{2}$ $z_{1}+z_{2}\in R$ $z_{1},$ $z_{2}\in\overline{NE}(X)$ .
$X$ $l$ extremal curve $R_{+}[l]$ extremal ray
Cone Theorem
(2.1) ( cf. [4]) $X$ $H$ $X$
$\epsilon>0$ extremal curves $l_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $l_{k}$
(1) $-(K_{X}\cdot l_{i})<\dim X+1$ .
(2) NE(X) $=R_{+}[l_{1}]+\cdots+R_{+}[l_{k}]+\{z\in NE(X)|(K_{X}+\epsilon H\cdot z)\geq 0\}$ .




$C$ $f$ : $Carrow X$ $\deg(f^{*}K_{X})<0$





$F$ : $D\cross Carrow X$
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$\dim F(D\cross C)=2$ $0\in D$ $F|$ $xC=f$
$D$ $D\cross p$ $F$ $D\cross p$
$D\cross p$
$D$ $\overline{D}$ $D$
$F$ $\overline{D}\cross C$ $X$
blowing up $\mu$ : $Yarrow\overline{D}\cross C$ $\tilde{F}=F\cdot\mu$
Y) $\mu$ $\tilde{F}$ $X$
extremal curve
(2.3) extremal curve 3
(1) 1 $((- 1)- curve)$
(2) ruled surface 00 fiber.
(3) $P^{2}$
(1) $l$ $X$ 1
$l$ extremal curve $f$ : $Xarrow Y$ $l$
contraction $\overline{NE}(X)$ 6) i- $z_{1},$ $z_{2}$ $z_{1}+z_{2}\in R+[l]$
$f_{*}(z_{1}),$ $f_{*}(z_{2})\in\overline{NE}(Y)$ $f_{*}(z_{1})+f_{*}(z_{2})=0$








$K_{X}$ nef $(K_{X}^{2})\geq 0$
$h^{0}(-K_{X})\neq 0$ $K_{X}$ nef $K_{X}\sim 0$
$h^{0}(2K_{X})=0$
$K_{X}$ not nef Cone Theorem $X$
extremal curve (2) (3) (3)
OK (2) $q(X)=0$ $X$ ruled surface
3 extremal ray
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(2.4) ( $0$ cf. [4]) $X$ 3 $R$
extremal ray $Y$ $f_{R}$ :
$Xarrow Y$ $f_{R*}(\mathcal{O}_{X})=\mathcal{O}_{Y}$ $X$ $C$
$[C]\in R$ $C$ $f_{R}$
$\dim Y$
(1) $\dim Y=0$ $X$ $\rho(X)=1$ Fano
(2) $\dim Y=1$ $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ } Conic bundle
(3) $\dim Y=2$ $Y$ $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ $Del$ Pezzo fibra-
tion
(4) $\dim Y=3$ $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ $E$
(4.1) $f_{R}(E)$ $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ $f_{R}(E)$ $\vee C$
blowing-up
(4.3) $f_{R}(E)$ $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ blowing-up
(4.3) $f_{R}(E)$ $x^{2}+y^{2}+z^{2}+w^{2}=0$
$f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ blowing-up
(4.4) $f_{R}(E)$ $x^{2}+y^{2}+z^{2}+w^{3}=0$
$f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ blowing-up
(4.5) $f_{R}(E)$
$(x, y, z)arrow(-x, -y, -z)$
quotient $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ blowing-up
3 Cone Theorem ( )
$0$
$X$ quasi-Q-Gorenstein $f$ : $Yarrow$
$X$ $X$ $E= \sum_{i\in I}E_{i}$ $f$
$K_{Y}=f^{*}(K_{X})+ \sum_{i\in I}a_{i}E_{i}$
4
(1) $a_{i}>0$ for all $i\in I$ .
(2) $a_{i}\geq 0$ for all $i\in I$ .
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(3) $a_{i}>-1$ for all $i\in I$ .
(4) $a_{i}\geq-1$ for all $i\in I$ .
(1) $X$ terminal singularity (2)
$X$ } canonical singularity (3) $X$ } $\log-$
terminal singularity (4) $X$ log-canonical
singularity
$terminal\Rightarrow canonical\Rightarrow\log- terminal\Rightarrow\log$ -canonical
2
(a) terminal\Leftrightarrow
(b) canonical $\Leftrightarrow$ 2
(c) $\log- terminal\Leftrightarrow$
(d) log-canonical $\Leftrightarrow$ simple elliptic cusp quotient
Cone Theorem
(3.1) (cf. [2]) $X$ Q-factorial log-terminal
singularity
(i) extremal ray $\{R_{i}\}_{i\in I}$
NE(X) $= \sum_{i\in I}R_{i}+\{z\in\overline{NE}(X)|(K_{X}\cdot z)\geq 0\}$
(ii) extremal ray $R$ $Y$
$f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ $f_{R*}(\mathcal{O}_{X})=\mathcal{O}_{Y}$ $X$
$C$ $[C]\in R$ $C$ $f_{R}$
$f_{R}$ extremal ray $R$ contraction
4
Cone Theorem
$X$ Q-factorial terminal singularity
$R$ $X$ extremal ray $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$
contraction $R$ $\dim Y$ $Y$
(1) $\dim X>\dim Y$ .
(2) $\dim X=\dim Y$ $f_{R}$ codimension 1
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(3) $\dim X=di_{l}nX$ $f_{R}$ codimension 1
(1) $f_{R}$ -fibration (2) $f_{R}$ good contration
$Y$ Q-factorial terminal singularity
(2) contraction
(3) $f_{R}$ bad contraction (3) $Y$
flip
$f+:x_{+}arrow Y$ $f+:x_{+}arrow Y$
$f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ flip
(i) $x_{+}$ } Q-factorial terminal singularity $f+:x_{+}arrow Y$
codimension 1
(ii) $K_{X_{+}}$ $f_{+}$ -ample






$P^{2}\cup C\subset$ $W$ $W+$ $\supset F_{1}\supset\Delta$
$\downarrow$ $\downarrow$







$C+$ $\dot{l}^{/}0^{\backslash }$ blowing-up $W+$ $F_{1}$ blowing-up
$\triangle$ $F_{1}$ negative section $\triangle$ $\mathcal{O}(-1)\oplus \mathcal{O}(-1)$
$\Delta$ blowing-up $Z$ $F_{0}\simeq P^{1}\cross P^{1}$
blowing-up blowing-up
blowing-down blowing-down $W$ $F_{0}$
$C$ $F_{1}$ $P^{2}$ $P^{2}$ $\mathcal{O}_{P^{2}}(-2)$
$X$ contraction
(2.4) (4.5) $X$ $C$ extremal curve
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contraction $f_{R}$ : $Xarrow Y$ $(K_{X}\cdot C)=-1/2$





(4.2) (cf. [5]) $X$ 3 Q-factorial termi-
$nal$ singularity $X$ $X’$ $K_{X’}$ ff
$nef$ $X’$ -fibration $f$ : $X’arrow Y$
Q-factorial terminal singularity canonical divisor nef
-fibration
$-\infty$






R-divisor R-divisor $D= \sum a_{i}D_{i}$
$[D]= \sum[a_{i}]D_{i}$
$x$ $[x]$ $x$
R-divisor $D$ $D=P+N(P, N\in Div(X)\otimes R)$
$D=P+N$ $D$ Zariski
(1) $N$ effective $P$ nef
(2) $\mathcal{O}_{X}([nP])arrow \mathcal{O}_{X}([nD])$
$H^{0}(X, \mathcal{O}_{X}([nP]))arrow H^{0}(X, \mathcal{O}_{X}([nD]))$
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nef R-divisor $P$
$v(X, P)= \max\{n\geq 0 P" \not\equiv 0\}$
$\kappa(X, P)\leq\iota/(X, P)$
$\kappa(X, P)=\nu(X, P)$
$P$ good Zariski $D=P+N$







(5.1) 1 $X$ $K_{X}$ good Zariski
$K_{X}=P+N$ $P$ } Q-divisor semi-ample
$\kappa(X, K_{X})\leq 2$ $f$ : $Yarrow X$
$K_{Y}$ good Zariski $\dim X=3$
$X$ general type $f$ : $Yarrow X$
$K_{Y}$ good Zariski
(5.2) $X$ 3 canonical ring
4
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